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Meeting of minds: the medial frontal
cortex and social cognition
David M. Amodio* and Chris D. Frith‡

Abstract | Social interaction is a cornerstone of human life, yet the neural mechanisms
underlying social cognition are poorly understood. Recently, research that integrates
approaches from neuroscience and social psychology has begun to shed light on these
processes, and converging evidence from neuroimaging studies suggests a unique role for
the medial frontal cortex. We review the emerging literature that relates social cognition to
the medial frontal cortex and, on the basis of anatomical and functional characteristics of this
brain region, propose a theoretical model of medial frontal cortical function relevant to
different aspects of social cognitive processing.
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For humans, like many animal species, survival depends
on effective social functioning. Social skills facilitate our
access to sustenance, protection and mates, and socially
adept individuals tend to be healthier and live longer1,2.
However, social interaction in humans is exceedingly
complex compared with that in other animal species:
representations of internal somatic states, knowledge
about the self, perceptions of others and interpersonal
motivations are carefully orchestrated to support skilled
social functioning. This complex set of processes, which
is broadly referred to as social cognition3, has recently
been associated with activity in a network of brain
regions, including the medial frontal cortex (MFC, in
which, for convenience, we include the anterior cingulate cortex, ACC), the temporoparietal junction, the
superior temporal sulcus and the temporal poles. This
research suggests that the MFC has a special role in social
cognition, whereas other regions in the network serve
more general functions. However, so far, the functional
significance of this activity is not well understood.
Social cognition has been studied from various
theoretical and methodological perspectives. In the
behavioural sciences, social psychologists have investigated how the self interacts dynamically with the social
environment, and how knowledge structures of social
groups (such as stereotypes) might influence behaviour
through both conscious and unconscious mechanisms4–6.
Although social psychologists have developed a rich
theoretical and methodological framework for examining and understanding social cognition, they have
only recently begun to consider its neural substrates.
Neuroscientists, meanwhile, have investigated how
underlying neural structures support unique yet
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coordinated roles in various aspects of social cognition.
Initially, neuroscientific explorations of social cognition
arose from neuropsychological studies of patients7,8. More
recently, non-invasive neuroimaging methods such as
functional MRI (fMRI) have permitted neuroscientists to
explore the neural correlates of social cognitive phenomena
in normally-functioning humans. As a result of these
evolving fields, social psychologists and cognitive neuroscientists have begun to cross paths in the domain of
social cognitive neuroscience9. Although they have
arrived from different theoretical and methodological
origins and often speak different scientific languages,
they share a common goal: to understand the relationship
between the brain and the social mind. In this review, we
seek to integrate theory and research from neuroscience
and social psychology in order to place this work in a
broader conceptual framework and promote synergy
across fields.
In proposing a theoretical framework for understanding
the role of the MFC in social cognition, we consider
evidence from three broad categories of tasks suggested
by recent studies of functional divisions in the MFC10.
The first category concerns control and monitoring of
action, which is typically associated with activity in the
dorsal ACC, although some have also proposed that the
pre-supplementary motor area (preSMA) has a role11.
The second category concerns the monitoring of outcomes that relate to punishments and rewards, which
is linked to activity in the orbital cortex. Finally, we
focus on the category of primary interest: social cognition. Social cognitive processes, such as self-reflection,
person perception, and making inferences about others’
thoughts, have been associated with activity extending
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Figure 1 | Anatomical studies of the medial frontal cortex reveal two major axes
of connectivity. The first axis, illustrated by the thick arrow, bends around the genu of
the corpus callosum. Along this axis, the more superior regions (Brodmann areas 8 and 9)
and the more superior parts of the anterior cingulate cortex have strong connections
with lateral premotor, supplemental motor and cingulate motor areas , whereas the most
inferior areas have strong connections with the rhinal cortex. The second axis of
connectivity runs at right angles to the first, as illustrated by the thin arrows. Along this
axis, cingulate regions have stronger connections with the amygdala than do more dorsal
and frontopolar regions. The approximate demarcation of the Brodmann areas is taken
from REF. 18.

Talairach coordinates
Talairach coordinates provide a
standardized method for
describing the location of
activations in the brain in
three-dimensional space.
Talairach space comprises x, y
and z coordinates (represented
as x,y,z): x denotes left versus
right, y denotes rostral
(anterior) versus caudal
(posterior), and z denotes
dorsal (superior) versus ventral
(inferior). The Montreal
Neurological Institute’s system
uses the same metric space,
but their coordinates are based
on a slightly larger and more
representative brain.

from the ACC to the anterior frontal poles, most typically
located in the transitional area between these two
regions, the paracingulate cortex. Throughout this
review we use the MFC as a designation that subsumes
all these regions. We begin by outlining the anatomical subregions of the human MFC and their respective
connections with other brain regions, primarily on the
basis of anatomical studies of the monkey brain. Next,
we review research reporting selective MFC activation
in tasks associated with action monitoring, outcome
monitoring, self-knowledge, person-knowledge and
mentalizing — restricting included research to studies
of normal adults using common neuroimaging methods such as fMRI, positron emission tomography (PET)
and electroencephalography (EEG). We then propose a
theoretical framework to account for the observed activation patterns, whereby the MFC supports a general
mechanism for the integration of complex representations of possible actions and anticipated outcomes, and
suggest that such integration is particularly relevant to
the domain of social cognition.

Connectivity of the MFC
The MFC consists of Brodmann areas (BAs) 9 and 10
(medial regions), 24, 25 and 32, with 11 and 14 in the
medial orbital cortex (FIG. 1). Most MFC projections
are intrinsic or involve neighbouring prefrontal areas12.
With regard to more distal connections, the medial and
lateral regions of orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) are part of
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distinct networks. Medial regions of the OFC receive
few direct sensory-related inputs, in contrast to lateral
regions13. Rather, major afferents to the medial regions
come from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, temporal
pole, anterior superior temporal gyrus, parietotemporal
cortex and posterior cingulate cortex12,13.
There are two distinct axes within the medial prefrontal
region, along which patterns of connectivity vary (FIG. 1).
The first axis bends around the genu of the corpus
callosum (thick arrow in FIG. 1), along which the most
inferior caudal areas (BAs 25, 24 and 32) have strong
connections with the rhinal cortex, compared with the
adjacent, more rostral areas (BAs 14, 32 and 10). The
most superior part of the medial prefrontal cortex (BA 9)
has few, if any, connections with the rhinal cortex, but
instead has robust connections with the lateral premotor
cortex, the supplementary motor area and the cingulate
motor area12. The more superior and caudal parts of the
ACC (BAs 24 and 32) are also connected with the premotor cortex14. A second axis runs at right angles to the
first, distinguishing cingulate regions from frontopolar
regions (thin arrows in FIG. 1). The amygdala has strong
inputs to cingulate regions (BAs 24, 25 and 32), but only
weak connections with frontopolar regions (BAs 9 and
10)15,16. Evidence for these distinct axes of connectivity
is also reflected in thalamic connections with the medial
prefrontal cortex17.
What little is known about the connectivity of the
MFC has been derived from studies of monkeys.
Although the same architectonic areas can be identified in humans and monkeys18,19, the frontopolar region
(including BAs 10 and 32) is greatly expanded in humans
relative to monkeys19. However, whether this region
is expanded in humans relative to great apes remains
controversial20. Clearly some caution is warranted in
applying connectivity findings in monkeys to humans.
Nevertheless, a recent meta-analysis of PET-derived
functional connectivity in the human brain supports
the distinctions between these superior–inferior and
caudal–rostral axes in human medial frontal regions21.
Results from the recently developed technique of diffusion tractography also suggest considerable similarity
between connectivity in human and monkey prefrontal
cortices22.

Functional divisions of the MFC
In human studies, functional divisions may be determined by the nature of various tasks found to activate
medial frontal regions. The most caudal region of the
MFC contains one or more cingulate motor areas, which
are differentially involved in movements of the hand,
eye and mouth23,24, and activity in this region has been
related directly to behavioural response rates25. Koski &
Paus21 suggest that the division between the caudal and
rostral ACC can be made at the vertical plane defined
by the Talairach coordinate y = 10 (line a in FIG. 2). The
more posterior region of the rostral ACC (prACC, using
the nomenclature of Picard and Strick24 but sometimes
called the dorsal ACC) has been associated with ‘cognitive’ tasks (for example, attention and error monitoring),
whereas the more anterior region of the rostral ACC
VOLUME 7 | APRIL 2006 | 269
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Figure 2 | Functional divisions of the medial prefrontal cortex. Meta-analyses of
task-related neural activations observed in the medial frontal cortex (MFC) have revealed
functional divisions associated with cognitive versus emotional processes10,25,26. The more
posterior region of the rostral MFC (prMFC) is activated by cognitive tasks, such as those
designed to engage action monitoring and attention. By contrast, the more anterior
region of the rostral MFC (arMFC) is activated by emotional tasks, such as rating one’s
emotions in response to pictures of varying valence. Line a denotes the division between
the prMFC and caudal MFC, and line b divides the prMFC and arMFC. Line c marks the
boundary between the arMFC and orbital MFC (oMFC). The oMFC has been linked to the
monitoring of task outcomes associated with punishment or reward. For the purposes of
this diagram, the MFC includes the anterior cingulate cortex.

Stroop colour-naming task
The Stroop task is commonly
used to investigate response
conflict. Participants view
words presented in colours (for
example, red and blue) that are
either compatible (red written
in red) or incompatible (red
written in blue) with the word
meaning. On incompatible
trials, participants must inhibit
the prepotent tendency to
read the word’s text in order to
correctly report the colour of
the word.

Response inhibition
Response inhibition refers to
the process of withholding a
habitual response when
changing task demands require
an alternative response.
Response inhibition is a crucial
component of behavioural
regulation that has been
ascribed as a function of the
posterior rostral ACC by much
research, although it probably
involves the coordination of
several neural systems.

(arACC) has been associated with ‘emotional’ tasks
(for example, rating the pleasantness of pictures)10. On
the basis of a detailed meta-analysis of studies in which
activation of the MFC was observed, Steele & Lawrie26
confirmed this distinction between cognitive and
emotional regions, and defined a boundary providing
maximum discrimination (line b in FIG. 2). Koski and
Paus21 suggest that there is a fourth, subcallosal region,
which is defined by the horizontal plane at Talairach
coordinate z = 2, approximating the split in the ACC
between supracallosal BAs 24 and 32, and subcallosal
BAs 24 and 14. A meta-analysis of PET studies suggests that subcallosal activations are related to autonomic and visceral aspects of emotional responses21.
In the following sections we examine more closely
the wide range of experimental tasks that have been
found to activate different divisions of the medial wall
of the frontal cortex. On the basis of these findings, we
speculate on the processes instantiated in these regions.
Before focusing on the uniquely social cognitive functions ascribed to the anterior rostral MFC (arMFC),
which includes the paracingulate cortex, we characterize the processes associated with the regions that flank
the arMFC along the caudal–rostral axis noted above
to provide a theoretical and anatomical context for our
final discussion of arMFC function. The location of the
activity elicited by the various studies discussed below
is shown in FIG. 3.
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Posterior region of the rostral MFC
The posterior rostral MFC (prMFC) has been implicated
in the continuous internal monitoring of action across
several studies27. Humans continuously monitor their
actions to ensure that they are consistent with intentions and the current situational context. Action monitoring is particularly important in situations involving
response conflicts, as in the Stroop colour-naming task,
or requiring response inhibition. Such conflicts typically
elicit increased response errors and engage slower, more
controlled patterns of response28–30. Neuroimaging and
event-related potential (ERP) research has linked the
process of action monitoring to MFC activity. Barch
et al.31 report an extensive meta-analysis of functional
imaging studies that included data from three different
tasks involving action monitoring: those in which prepotent responses must be inhibited; responses are not fully
determined by the task context; or errors are committed.
Activity observed in these studies generally clusters in
the prACC (mean Talairach coordinates: 3,19,35). In a
study by Gerhing et al.32, participants categorized target
stimuli that were sometimes flanked by distractor stimuli associated with an erroneous response, which caused
conflict and elicited errors. Response errors on this task,
which reflect a conflict between intention and behaviour, evoked an ERP component that has been localized
to the ACC33–35. Subsequent research has shown that
this component, the error-related negativity (ERN), is
larger when stimulus conflict is high versus low36, when
errors lead to large versus small monetary losses37,
and when errors indicate the undesired application
of social stereotypes38.
These findings suggest that conflict monitoring,
error monitoring and response selection might depend
on a single underlying process instantiated in the
prMFC (but for an alternative view, see REFS 10,37).
For example, recent studies have emphasized the
role of decision making in action selection — that
is, a mechanism for choosing one action rather than
another (for an example, see REF. 39). Given a choice, we
select actions expected to lead to better outcomes. Such
selection requires a representation of expected values
of different actions, as well as the continuous monitoring of outcomes in order to update these expected
values. Several studies have investigated prediction
and monitoring processes associated with selection of
action. Walton et al.39 observed activity in the prMFC
(0,18,36) when participants monitored the outcome
of actions that were self-selected, but not when they
monitored the outcome of externally-guided actions.
Knutson et al.40 reported that the activity in the prMFC
(0,22,42) was correlated with trial-by-trial variations in
the anticipated probability of monetary gain. In research
by Coricelli et al., a similar region of prMFC activity
(0,24,33) was associated with regret, that is, discovering
that an unselected action would have led to a better outcome41. Finally, Brown & Braver reported that prMFC
activation (8,33,33) was associated with prediction of
the probability of error42. This set of findings is also consistent with the suggestion that the prMFC is involved
in the processing of ambiguous response feedback11.
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Figure 3 | Mapping of medial frontal cortex activations observed during action
monitoring, social cognition and outcome monitoring. A meta-analysis of medial
frontal cortex (MFC) activations suggests that social cognition tasks, which involve selfknowledge52,53,55–58,96,97,120,121, person perception61–65,69,122,123 and mentalizing55,72,73,77–
79,109,111,112,118,124–131
, activate areas in the anterior rostral MFC (arMFC). By contrast,
activations from action-monitoring tasks28,29,83,99,132–136 occur in the posterior rostral region
of the MFC (prMFC), and activations from tasks involving the monitoring of
outcomes40,39,41 occur in the orbital MFC (oMFC).

Considered as a whole, the literature suggests that the
prMFC is involved in representing and continuously
updating the value of possible future actions in order to
regulate behaviour43.

Event-related potential
(ERP). An electrical signal
produced by summated
postsynaptic potentials of
cortical neurons in response to
a discrete event, such as a
stimulus or response in an
experimental task. Typically
recorded from the scalp in
humans, ERPs can be
measured with extremely high
temporal resolution and can be
used to track rapid, real-time
changes in neural activity.

Orbital region of the MFC
Traditionally, the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) has been
implicated in processing information concerning
rewards and punishments (for an example, see REF. 44).
Elliott et al.45 proposed distinct roles for the lateral and
medial OFC on the basis of neuroimaging studies of
learning and gambling tasks. They concluded that the
OFC is involved in monitoring the reward value of
stimuli and responses, with the lateral OFC having a
special role in situations in which responses to previously-rewarded stimuli must be suppressed. This characterization is complementary to our description of the
posterior rostral MFC as being involved in monitoring
the value of different possible actions. Rather than guiding behaviour in terms of the value of possible actions
(as with the prMFC), we propose that the oMFC guides
behaviour in terms of the value of possible outcomes.
Supporting this characterization, Knutson et al. reported
that an area of the orbital region of the MFC (oMFC;
mean Talairach coordinates –4,52,–6), in addition to
the prMFC, was associated with anticipated gain probability40. Walton et al.39 found that the activity in the
oMFC (12,54,–22), but not the prMFC, was elicited by
the need to monitor the outcomes of externally guided
actions. They conjectured that, as the actions did not
need to be chosen by the participants, the values of these
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actions were not relevant and therefore the prMFC was
not activated. Furthermore, Coricelli et al. found that
activity in the oMFC (–10,40,–24) correlated with the
amount of anticipated regret associated with a decision41.
Studies of patients with lesions to the oMFC support this
characterization of the role of this region46,47.
Taken together, these results are consistent with
the idea that the oMFC represents and updates the
value of possible future outcomes, just as the prMFC
represents and updates the value of possible future
actions39,48. These characterizations are consistent with
the anatomical connectivity of these regions, with the
oMFC being primarily connected to sensory association areas, and the prMFC being primarily connected
to the motor system. These characterizations are also
consistent with similar functional distinctions in the
striatum regarding action versus reward, which have
topographical connections to posterior versus anterior
regions of the frontal cortex49,50.

Anterior region of the rostral MFC
The location of the anterior rostral region of the MFC
(arMFC) between the two regions discussed so far — the
prMFC and oMFC — suggests it has access to information
about both actions and outcomes. However, this characterization does not sufficiently explain the wide range
of tasks shown to activate the arMFC, which comprise
roughly three different categories: self-knowledge,
person knowledge and mentalizing (BOX 1).
Self-knowledge. Socrates famously urged his followers
to ‘know thyself ’. Modern psychology suggests this is
much easier said than done. The self is a complex and
dynamic phenomenon that is often difficult to operationalize for scientific study51. At its most basic level,
self-knowledge involves the ability to differentiate the
self from other objects and to recognize attributes and
preferences related to oneself. Initial neuroimaging
investigations of the self have asked participants to
determine whether a series of trait words apply to themselves. Evaluation of self-related traits has been shown to
elicit activity in the arMFC in several studies52–56 (but see
BOX 2). Extending this basic finding, Macrae et al. gave
their subjects a surprise recognition test of trait words,
some of which subjects previously judged according to
their self-relevance57. Words associated with increased
arMFC activity during initial viewing were more likely
to be remembered.
Activation of the arMFC has also been associated
with the monitoring of one’s own emotional state. For
example, Ochsner et al.58 monitored neural activity
while participants viewed images depicting a person
in a positive, negative or neutral scene. On each trial,
participants were asked to judge their own affective
response, the affective response of the person in the
picture, or whether the picture depicted an indoor
or outdoor scene. Judgements of one’s own affective
response, relative to judging whether the scene was
indoors or outdoors, activated the arMFC. On the
basis of previous studies10,59 and their own research26,
Steele and Laurie have suggested that this region
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Box 1 | Mentalizing tasks
The story of Max and the chocolate
Max eats half his chocolate bar and puts the rest away in the
kitchen cupboard. He then goes out to play in the sun.
Meanwhile, Max’s mother comes into the kitchen, opens the
cupboard and sees the chocolate bar. She puts it in the
fridge.

a

When Max comes back into the kitchen, where does he look
for his chocolate bar: in the cupboard, or in the fridge?108
Mentalizing is the cognitive process that needs to be
engaged to answer this question. We have to recognize
that Max’s behaviour will be determined by the current
contents of his mind and what he believes about the
world, not by the actual state of the world. We must
recognize that he doesn’t know his mother has moved the
chocolate, and therefore falsely believes that it is still in
the cupboard. This story is an example of a first-order false
belief. If Max had peeped back into the kitchen when his
mother was moving the chocolate, his mother would have
had a second-order false belief. She would have falsely
believed that Max believed the chocolate was in the
b
Sagittal
Coronal
cupboard. Mentalizing is relevant for thinking about other
peoples’ intentions and desires as well as their beliefs.
Brain imaging studies of mentalizing (or theory of mind)
have used many different tasks. For example, stories — as
in the example above — or strip cartoons illustrating
similar stories without words are presented, and the
subject is asked to explain the behaviour of the characters
or choose the appropriate ending to the narrative (for
examples, see REFS 72,109). In other studies, subjects
Transverse
z-values
passively view animations of simple objects that move and
5
interact in a way that automatically elicits attributions of
mental states110,111. In yet other studies, the subject
4
engages in a real-time interaction with another person
3
during a competitive or cooperative game (for example,
rock–paper–scissors) in which success requires the
2
‘reading’ of the intentions of the other person (for
1
example, see REF. 112). It is striking that these different
paradigms all elicit activity in the medial frontal cortex
0
when contrasted with appropriate control tasks70.
The cartoon (panel a) illustrates the idea of theory of
mind113,114. The joke on the left depends on the deceit of the man who is stealing the fish. The joke on the right does not
involve theory of mind. Comparison of the two types of joke shows activation in the medial prefrontal cortex, which is
shown in a single subject in panel b. Panels a and b reproduced, with permission, from REF. 115 © (2003) Macmillan
Publishers Ltd.

(mean Talairach coordinates: 5,46,18) is concerned with
emotion, in contrast to the adjacent more posterior
and superior region that is concerned with cognition.
However, this conclusion is based largely on research
involving emotion induction, in which participants
are asked to report their emotional experience. Such
commonly-used ‘emotion’ tasks overlap significantly
with tasks assessing self-knowledge — that is, being
asked to report one’s emotional response is essentially
a question about self-knowledge. Given the observation that many other studies activating the same region
did not involve strong emotions, we suggest that its
characterization as an emotional sector of the MFC is
not appropriate. However, direct comparisons of introspection about ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ mental states might well
reveal systematic differences.
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Person perception. Much research investigating the neural activity associated with the perception and judgments
of other people has implicated the arMFC60. Participants
in a study performed by Mitchell et al.61 judged whether
adjectives ‘could ever be true’ of preceding nouns that
referred to people or inanimate objects. Judgments about
people activated regions of the arMFC (for example,
3,39,0), whereas judgments about inanimate objects activated regions associated with semantic memory. Similar
activations were found when participants decided
whether behaviours were appropriate for people versus
dogs (10,48,32)62, formed impressions about people as
opposed to objects (–9,54,36)63, observed social interactions (2,52,26)64, and viewed personally familiar faces
(–4,53,19)65. It is not clear from these studies whether
the observed arMFC activity is associated with thinking
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Box 2 | The meaning of resting state activation in the MFC
In experimental tasks involving self-judgments, reductions in the blood oxygen level
dependent (BOLD) responses from a baseline condition are often observed. For
example, Mitchell et al.61 showed that self-related judgments elicited greater activity in
the medial frontal cortex (MFC) than other-related judgments. However, self-related
judgments did not elicit more activity than a baseline condition involving passive
fixation on a cross-hair; rather, other-related judgments were associated with a
significant reduction reletive to baseline activity. Reduction of the BOLD signal in the
medial prefrontal cortex is also observed in comparison to a resting base line with a
number of cognitive tasks, such as working memory116. This curious but commonly
observed pattern raises questions about the nature of the baseline condition. What
cognitive processes are engaged when subjects are simply instructed to rest? Some
theorists have suggested that a resting baseline promotes self-reflective thought96,117 or
social ‘day dreaming’118. D’Argembeau et al. provided direct evidence for these
speculations119. They confirmed that self-referential thoughts did occur during rest and
that activity in the MFC (measured with positron emission tomography) correlated with
the amount of self-referential processing.
It seems plausible, therefore, that a baseline of unconstrained rest is likely to elicit
some of the same cognitive processes and associated neural activity as are engaged by
explicit social tasks. It is also likely that the cognitive activity that occurs during rest
might depend on the context in which this condition occurs. In order to interpret the
results of studies concerned with activity in the MFC, high level comparison tasks are
essential67. We suggest that if unconstrained rest is used as an additional baseline
condition, then the experimenter should make some attempt to discover what
cognitive processes are occurring under this condition.

Blood oxygen level
dependent signal
(BOLD signal). fMRI measures
local changes in the proportion
of oxygenated blood in the
brain; the blood oxygen level
dependent, or BOLD, signal.
This proportion changes in
response to neural activity.
Therefore, the BOLD signal, or
haemodynamic response,
indicates the location and
magnitude of neural activity.

Working memory
Working memory refers to a set
of processes involved in
rehearsing and manipulating
information that has either just
been experienced or just been
retrieved from long-term
memory, often in the service of
goal-directed behaviour.
Working memory functions are
typically associated with
activity in the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex.

about people per se or with the mental states ascribed to
them. Supporting the latter interpretation, Mitchell et al.
found that activity in the arMFC (9,54,36) was associated
with thinking about the mental states of dogs as well as
those of people66.
Observations from self-knowledge studies raise the
possibility that activations elicited during the judgment
of self-attributes (discussed above) might actually represent a more general process of thinking about ‘social’
attributes, regardless of whether they pertain to the self.
Although several studies have directly contrasted thinking about one attribute of the self versus another, the
results are equivocal. For example, Kelley et al. observed
more activity in the arMFC (10,52,2) of participants
when they were thinking about attributes of the self versus George W. Bush53. However, Schmitz et al.55 observed
activity in a similar region (6,56,4) when participants
thought about either the self or a close friend (see also
REF. 67). The key difference between these studies might
lie in the degree of similarity between the self and the
other person. This possibility has been investigated
explicitly by Mitchell et al.68. In their study, participants
viewed a series of faces and judged them for similarity
to themselves. Thinking about more similar others led
to greater arMFC activity (9,57,3) in an area very close
to the peak activity associated with self-description
reported by Kelley et al.53. Indeed, there seems to be
some evidence for a spatial separation between activity
elicited when thinking about the self and a similar or
familiar other versus unknown others (for examples,
see REFS 67,69). The region activated by the self and
others close to the self is in the most inferior portion
of the region we have labelled the arMFC, whereas
the region activated by unknown others is in the most
superior portion (FIG. 3).
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Mentalizing. To engage in successful social interaction, one must recognize that others have independent
experiences and intentions, and perhaps even ulterior
motives. The ability to represent another person’s psychological perspective is referred to as mentalizing70
and requires theory of mind 71 (BOX 1). Mentalizing
allows us to predict the behaviour of others. Initial
investigations into the neural correlates of mentalizing
observed a characteristic network of activations when
participants read stories about social interaction, which
included the temporoparietal junction, the superior
temporal sulcus, the temporal poles, the posterior
cingulate cortex and the MFC72,73. Various mentalizing
tasks have been studied, including story and cartoon
comprehension, and the viewing of real-time interactions, which consistently activate the MFC, primarily
in the arMFC region70,74.
In the social psychological literature, the process
of determining the causes of a person’s behaviour (for
example, their beliefs, perceptions or goals) is known as
attribution75,76. Attribution research asks how we know
when a person’s behaviour reflects their disposition or
their situation. Although attribution is more about the
interaction of personality and the situation in determining a person’s behaviour, whereas mentalizing is more
about inferring another’s current knowledge and intentions, a recent fMRI investigation of attribution processes found that judgments made on the basis of clear
attributional information are associated with activation
of the arMFC (5,50,0), as when typical mentalizing
tasks are used77.
Walter et al. 78 make an interesting distinction
between reading the private intentions of a person (for
example, replacing a light bulb in order to read) and the
communicative intentions that are involved in social
interactions (for example, showing a map to request
directions). They claim that only the reading of communicative intentions is associated with activity in the
paracingulate cortex, whereas reading private intentions activates the ACC proper. The same distinction
was observed by Grèzes et al. using a very different
paradigm79,80. In these studies, participants observed a
video of someone lifting a box. In the first study, the
person in the video had sometimes been deceived about
the weight of the box. When the subjects judged, from
the lifting movements, that the person in the video had
a false belief (leading to a private intention about how
to lift the box), greater activity was seen in the prMFC
(–2,26,56). In the second study, the person in the video
sometimes tried to deceive the observer by pretending
that the box was heavier or lighter than it really was.
When judging that the person in the video was being
deceptive (a communicative intention), greater activity
was seen in the arMFC (–8,42,20). Therefore, consistent
with the subdivisions outlined above, thinking about
private intentions elicits activity in the prMFC, whereas
thinking about communicative intentions elicits activity
in the arMFC.
Each of the tasks reviewed here that elicited activity
in the arMFC involved thinking about the psychological
attributes of people regardless of whether the person
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was the self or another person, or whether judgments
pertained to dispositions or mental states. However,
there are hints of further divisions within this area.
Thinking about unfamiliar others and thinking about
the simple actions of others activates the lower border
of the prMFC and the most superior area of the arMFC.
By contrast, thinking about familiar others activates the
most inferior area of the arMFC and the upper border
of the oMFC. Does this separation relate to the distinction between outcomes and actions? People may have
ideas about how unfamiliar others might act. We can
often predict actions on the basis of the situation a person is in without needing to know what sort of a person
they are. By contrast, predicting how people will feel
might depend more on having some familiarity with
them. So, we can speculate that the more superior part
of the region is more involved with actions, whereas
the inferior part is more involved with feelings and
outcomes. This division is, of course, commensurate
with the likely function of the adjacent regions: the
prMFC pertaining to actions, the oMFC pertaining to
outcomes.

Value, pain and self-reflection
We have proposed a functional characterization of more
posterior MFC regions, but the functional significance
of the arMFC remains less clear. In the remainder of
this review, we address this problem by trying to define
a trajectory of cognitive processing in the MFC. Our
proposal is that representations become more complex
and abstract as we move forward through the MFC. A
similar proposal has previously been made by Ochsner
and Gross in relation to the representation of reinforcement contingencies81. Studies of pain provide clues to
the form taken by this increasing degree of abstraction.
For example, on the basis of pain research, Craig82 has
proposed that high-resolution, modality-specific sensory representation of the physiological condition of
the body in the posterior insula is re-represented in the
anterior insula. This second-order re-representation in
the right anterior insula is believed to subserve subjective feelings and the awareness of a physical self. We
propose that a similar progression, which is involved
in the broader process of social cognition, occurs in
the MFC.
Pain controls our behaviour through a particularly
primitive form of value, but even the negative value
of pain is subject to top-down control. Rainville et al.
studied changes in neural activity associated with the
analgesic effects of hypnosis in different segments of
the ACC83,84. In the most caudal region (1,5,56/–1,3,39),
activity elicited by a painful stimulus was unaffected by
hypnosis. However, the reduced subjective experience
of pain resulting from hypnosis was associated with
decreased activity in the prACC (3,20,30/0,29,35).
Similar results were reported by Wager et al.85, such
that treatment with placebo analgesia did not affect
the caudal ACC (0,–4,50) and inferior ACC (0,54,–18)
activity in response to pain, whereas placebo treatment was associated with reduced prACC activity
(4,23,27/3,18,34). Furthermore, the change in prACC
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activity was correlated with the change in subjective
ratings of pain (see also REF. 86). These studies suggest
that the caudal region of the ACC represents more
objective aspects of pain (for example, the temperature
of the stimulus), whereas the prACC represents subjective properties of pain.
This distinction between objective and subjective
aspects of pain has also been suggested by research on
empathy by Singer et al.87. Activity in the caudal ACC
(6,6,42) was elicited only by pain felt by the self. Activity
in the prACC (–3,24,33) was elicited by pain to the self
and also by the knowledge that a significant other was
in pain (see also REFS 88,89). Here again, the response
to pain in this more anterior region was independent
of sensory input, suggesting a more abstract form of
representation. The results of EEG studies show that
this region is also involved when we observe the actions
of others. A negative ERP component arising from the
MFC is seen not only when we make an error, but also
when we receive delayed error feedback90–92 or observe
someone else making an error93,94. How can we link
these results with our characterization of the prACC as
being about the value of possible actions? An important
facet of pain is our strong desire for action to escape
or reduce it. Similarly, we also have strong drives to
take action when we know that a significant other is in
pain. Top-down influences that devalue the pain, such
as hypnosis and placebo analgesia, should also devalue
our drive to take action.
The stimuli used in studies of negative emotion
induction can also be viewed as the application of painful stimuli. Typically, subjects are shown photographs
of unknown people in painful or dangerous situations.
Whether or not these stimuli elicit activity in the arMFC
depends on the task participants are given. A stimulus
with strong emotional valence95,96 activates the caudal
ACC (14,6,30/–5,3,48) even when participants are simply reporting whether the scene is indoors or outdoors,
but the arMFC is only activated by such stimuli when
participants are asked to rate their emotional arousal in
response to the stimuli; the activated regions are located
at Talairach coordinates 0,50,16 (REF. 97) and –3,41,8 (REF.
96). As with pain, the caudal region of the ACC is activated by unpleasant stimuli across tasks, whereas a more
anterior region is activated only when participants report
how unpleasant the picture makes them feel. Again, we
find that more anterior regions of the MFC seem to be
concerned with subjective, more abstract representations
of experience.
But why does the subjective experience of pain
activate the prMFC, whereas reporting the subjective
experience of emotionally arousing pictures activates
the arMFC? The primary difference is that pain is intrinsically unpleasant, whereas a picture is only unpleasant
when we think about the experiences of the people
depicted in it. In the study of Singer et al., the arMFC was
not activated by application of pain to the participant87.
However, activity in this region (–6,45,21) was elicited by
the knowledge that a loved one was in pain, with greater
activity associated with higher self-ratings of empathy. Therefore, it is not the subjective unpleasantness
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of the pain itself that activates this region, but rather
thinking about the subjective unpleasantness of the
pain. Thinking about pain is the same meta-cognitive process that is involved in thinking about the
unpleasantness of emotionally-arousing pictures.
Recent evidence reported in the ERP literature also
suggests that the more anterior regions of the MFC are
involved in more complex social cognitive processing.
ERP research on error processing and cognitive control
has revealed two important neural components. The
ERN, which occurs within milliseconds of a response,
reflects an early, pre-conscious stage of conflict monitoring that is associated with dorsal regions of the ACC,
whereas the error-positivity (Pe), which occurs ~200 ms
post response, is associated with the awareness of error
commission and has been linked to activity in the rostral anterior cingulate and paracingulate cortices98,99.
This distinction is consistent with functional organizations suggested by Eisenberger and Lieberman100, and
by Ochsner and his colleagues58,67. In a study by Amodio
et al.101 that capitalized on this distinction, participants
performed a cognitive task purporting to measure their
level of racial bias either confidentially (in private) or
while being observed by an ostensibly non-prejudiced
experimenter (in public). When in private, participants
presumably regulated their response according to their
internal motives for accuracy on the task, whereas in
public they additionally regulated behaviour according to the perceived social demand to appear nonprejudiced. Amodio et al. found that better response
control in private was predicted solely by larger ERN
amplitudes, replicating past work32,38. By contrast, when
responding in public, better response control was predicted by larger Pe amplitudes only among participants
who had previously reported being highly sensitive to
social pressures to appear non-prejudiced. Importantly,
the condition in which the Pe strongly predicted behaviour involved monitoring the value that others put on
the actions of the self. This is certainly a more complex
and abstract representation of the value of actions: it is
a meta-representation that enables us to reflect on the
value of an action and contrast this with the value that
others would place on the same action.

Morality, reputation and the self
If we characterize the role of the arMFC as allowing
the meta-cognitive process of reflecting on feelings and
intentions, then we can provide a unitary account of the
wide range of different tasks that activate this region.
The ability to reflect on our subjective experience is of
great importance for many aspects of social cognition.
For example, when confronted with a moral dilemma,
we base our decision on what feels like the right thing
to do rather than on a logical analysis. Such decisions
are associated with activity in the arMFC (0,50,17)32.
People often reflect on their feelings for information
when making decisions about what they like and dislike102, and such reflection has been found to activate this
same region (–6,55,13)56.
An important, but often underappreciated, aspect
of moral decisions is that they are not based solely on
NATURE REVIEWS | NEUROSCIENCE

reflections about the self, but also relate to the image of
the self we want to project into the minds of others: our
reputation. Much social psychological research shows
that there is a distinction between our actual behaviour
and the image we wish to have of ourselves and to present
to others103,104. This concept of reputation is essentially a
representation of how others represent us (although note
that this re-representation of subordinate knowledge
structures might not be conscious or deliberative, and
is therefore distinguished from meta-cognition). Such
a representation goes beyond the first-level representations of our own attributes or the attributes of others.
The representation of our own reputation requires
that we close the social loop and form a second-level
representation of the attributes that others apply to us.
Ochsner et al. refer to this as reflected self-knowledge67.
We have to think about how others think about us. This
is perhaps why the same region is activated whether we
are thinking about our own psychological attributes or
those of others.
Self- and other-referencing, and counter-referencing
are even more obviously involved when playing economic games that involve trust and reciprocity 105.
Before we invest we must decide not just whether we
trust the other player, but also whether the other player
trusts us. Consistent with our formulation, the arMFC
is activated when playing these games, especially when
participants are cooperating, as long as they believe
they are playing against a person rather than a computer. In these studies, arMFC activation was observed
at Talairach coordinates 5,52,10 (REF. 106) and 3,44,20
(REF. 107).

Conclusions
The meeting of neuroscientists and social psychologists
in research on the MFC has led to a remarkably rich
and varied set of experimental data from which to
speculate about the function of this region. Our
assumption has been that the different functions
instantiated in this region are not placed randomly,
but form a systematic map. As part of the frontal cortex, this region is concerned with determining future
behaviour. More specifically, it is concerned with
determining behaviour on the basis of anticipated
value. In the more caudal region of the MFC value is
associated with actions, whereas in the more orbital
region value is associated with outcomes. These representations become more abstract as we move forward, such that the most anterior region of the MFC
is associated with meta-cognitive representations that
enable us to reflect on the values linked to outcomes
and actions (that is, thinking about thinking). These
high level representations have a major role in many
aspects of social cognition. Not only do they allow
us to reflect on the values that other people attach to
actions and outcomes, they also allow us to reflect on
what other people think about us. These speculations
remain to be confirmed, but we hope we have provided
a framework for future research on the role of the MFC
in social cognition that will permit fruitful interactions
between neuroscientists and social psychologists.
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